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1.  INTRODUCTION
Geographical  information  tools  such  as  online  maps and
gazetteers have  been increasingly  developed  and  become
available on the World Wide Web. Such resources are of
interest  not  only  in  geographic  information  systems  but
also information retrieval systems (i.e. search engines). For
example, a set of retrieved documents can be categorized
based  on  their  geographical  attributes  found  in  texts  [6].
However  resolving  the  definition  of  certain  geographical
terms is still  an active research area.  Terms that  describe
so-called "ill-defined regions" such as the "Midwest" in the
US or the "Midlands" in the UK are such an example. Such
region names may be used in Web searches, and therefore
it  is  useful  to  know  their  extent.  After  delineation,  the
regions can be stored as geographic features in a database
or an ontology.

This  paper  describes  several  steps  in  the  derivation  of
boundaries  of  imprecise  regions  using  the  Web  as  the
information source (see also [4]). We discuss how to obtain
locations that are part and locations that are not part of the
region to be delineated,  and then we propose methods to
compute  the  region  algorithmically.  Experiments  are  in
progress to analyze how well our approach works.

We identify the following steps:
1. Use the Web to find points (cities, towns) inside the

unknown region. 
2. Find the coordinates of these points, and a bounding

box.
3. Use  the  bounding  box  to  find  coordinates  of  other

cities and points, apparently lying outside.
4. Find  a  reasonable  boundary  of  the  imprecise region

using the points inside and outside.

Steps  1  and  4  are  the  more  challenging  ones,  so  we
describe these in more detail. Steps 2 and 3 can simply be
done using a geographic database or an ontology.

2.  EXTRACTING AND LINKING
GEOGRAPHIC NAMES USING
TRIGGER PHRASES (STEP 1)
 Our  approach  uses  a  set  of  text  patterns  (called  trigger
phrases) to extract (i) membership of a given area, (ii) short
descriptions of geographical names, and (iii) geographical
relations  between  two  or  more  places.  Examples  of  the
trigger phrases for the first membership task are as follows

(where  "Midwest"  is  a  target  area  and  X,  Y,  Z  are  the
members):

SUCH AS: "Midwest [states|cities|towns] such as X, Y, and
Z"
AND OTHER: "X, Y, Z and other Midwest [states|cities|
towns]"
INCLUDING: "Midwest [states|cities|towns], including X,
Y, and Z"

For  example,  by  simply  submitting  the  trigger  phrase
"Midwest  states  such  as"  as  a  query  to  Google,  the
following member was found in the snippets of the top 10
documents (the numbers are the frequency of occurrence):

Illinois (3)
Indiana (3)
Iowa (2)
Kansas (1)
Michigan (2)
Minnesota (3)
Nebraska (1)
Ohio (3)
Wisconsin (1)
the Dakotas (1)
---
disaster history (1)
environmental data (1)
organization (1)

Although there was some noise, this illustrates a promising
approach  to  provide  a  set  of  members  in  a  region.  In  a
similar way, cities and towns in the British Midlands can
be identified. It is necessary to study how the boundaries
shift  when  a  different  cut-off  value  for  frequency  of
occurrences  is  used for the  selection of members.  Some
places seem to gather a greater consensus of being a part of
a region than others.

Our approach is simple and efficient, and has been shown
to work  successfully  in,  for  example,  question answering
tasks  (e.g.  [3,5])  where  the  accurate  detection  of  explicit
relations between query and answer strings is required. One
of the reasons behind the success of such approaches is due
to the use of a large amount of texts indexed by a search
engine. While the occurrence of trigger phrases can be rare,
we only  need  a  couple  of  matching  sentences  to  extract
related names/descriptions.



3.  DETERMINING A REASONABLE
BOUNDARY OF AN IMPRECISE
REGION (STEP 4)
After identifying members in a region, possibly with some
noise, we obtain their coordinates using an ontology. We
consider the points that we find in the ontology to be blue.
From their  coordinates,  we  compute  a  bounding  box  R,
which we enlarge by 20% to get  the surroundings of the
region of interest as well.

Again using the ontology, we identify locations that lie in
the bounding box R, but were not found in step 1. These
are  likely  to  be  outside  the  imprecise  region.  The
coordinates of these locations give a set of points that we
consider to be red. Now we need to find a region (polygon)
that has (nearly) all blue points inside and (nearly) all red
points outside. This polygon should have properties such as
compact, simply-connected, smooth boundary, etc.

Algorithms to compute such polygons have been proposed
before  [1],  where  Voronoi  diagrams  are  used.  In  their
application the input was assumed to be correct, that is, all
colors were correctly assigned. We propose two algorithms
for  our  application,  where  we  cannot  assume  correct
coloring of the points. False positives and false negatives
are likely to occur.

The first algorithm starts with an alpha-shape of the blue
points  [2].  Only  the  main,  big  blue  component  is
maintained,  the  other  blue  points  are  outliers  (false
positives) and are discarded. Then we adapt the polygon to
transfer more red points to the outside (if none are inside,
we are done). We do this incrementally, while keeping the
compact  shape of  the  polygon.  We choose the  red  point
closest to the polygon boundary and change the shape. If
no  red point  lies close to  the  boundary,  or the  compact
shape  cannot  be  maintained,  we  stop  and  report  the
polygon.  Red  points  remaining  inside  are  assumed to  be
false negatives.

The  second  algorithm  is  based  on  the  Delaunay
triangulation.  We compute  the  Delaunay  triangulation  of
all  red  and  blue  points,  and  give all  edges  one  of  three
colors. An edge is blue if both endpoints are blue, an edge
is  red  if  both  endpoints  are  red,  and  an  edge  is  green
otherwise.  To  deal  with  false  colors,  we define  for  each
point  its  green angle:  it is  the largest  angle between two
incident  green  edges  that  has  no  red  or  blue  edge
inbetween.  We  incrementally  re-color  any  point  whose
green angle is larger  than some angle A, which must be
chosen larger than 180 degrees. Re-coloring a point (red to
blue, or blue to red) changes the color of all  the incident
edges,  and  often  the  green  angle  of  its  neighbors.  We
continue this process until  all  points have green angle at
most  A. Then  we take as  the boundary  of  the  imprecise
region the connection of the midpoints of the green edges
around the largest blue component.

The  approaches  described  in  this  paper  are  implemented
and experiments are underway to test the methods.
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